1977 buick electra 225 limited
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solution: my own car. GM had concluded its largest cars had gotten too unwieldy, nimbler
foreign imports were making inroadsâ€”especially in the luxury marketâ€”and, though these
were already in the works when it happened, the crisis amplified that desire to downsize.
Although it rode on a Like the other GM downsized models, despite its trimmer dimensions, and
along with some improved mileage, the Electra picked up some additional interior capacity. At
that time, though, many Buicks started their lives there. This particular Goddess is the trim
level, which by was the base model, and far and away the least popular version. As far as I can
tell, the real differences in trim levels were in options, especially upholstery. My comes with a
cloth and vinyl full bench seat, the lowliest and blandest option, right out of a middle-trim
Caprice. Pony up some extra cash, however, and you could walk on the wild side to the
interesting Hefner-esque tufted tiger pattern inviting driver not included ,. But other than those
differences, length, width, and interior room was the same throughout the trim levels. These
offerings would continue in models both of which featured minor exterior redesigns and were
mated to the TurboHydramatic 3-speed automatic transmission. For the restyle, which
jettisoned the tailfins and formalized the roofline, a 4. Sales would drop back into the mid ,
range as the s drew to a close, and no doubt decreased further as the early 80s wore on. The
Flint built Buick in my car is a torquey, smooth engine, with a very long stroke. It has good
pickup around town, cruises comfortably between mph on the highway, and while slow by
modern standards, reaches 60 mph in a little over 11 seconds. Being a pre model, it also lacks
the elaborate emissions control spaghetti found in the later powered cars. My is, in many ways,
what folks who want a big luxury car without getting a brougham would most appreciate. To the
extent an eighteen and a half foot long car with tail fins and whitewall tires can be considered
understated, it is. Though comfortable and free of stains, the Dixie sunshine and, I suspect, its
inherent frailness mean it is slowly shredding away. The Goddess was originally owned by a
train conductor for the railroad, then headed south with him. I bought it from his son with 65,
miles. I had been living in Manhattan for two years and due to several out of state licenses was
being called upon to make out of town court appearances to increase firm business, but had
had to rent a car every time. I also wanted to travel more on weekends but always seemed to get
stuck with the same Impala at Hertz, so I went hunting on craigslist for big, old-fashioned game.
Having owned a Cadillac Brougham for 7 years, I knew from painful experience that I wanted a
car with no computer, mileage be darned. Initially, I was looking for the last of the big

Continentals, but, not finding any good ones nearby at the time, turned back to my old GM
downsized standbys. After a tuneup, new exhaust system, ignition, lots of Marvel Mystery Oil to
clear up a lifter tick,it has been a pretty solid performer these last few years, accompanying me
on road trips, moving my ex-girlfriend to Chicago and back , and taking me to court
appearances outside of New York City when there are no railroad connections near the
courthouse. All of the power accessories still work, and the 37 year old R air conditioner still
pumps out chilly air on hot days. It handles well for its size, rides smoothly, and you have to
love a simple climate control system with sliding levers you could operate blind. More recently, I
had the shocks replaced; the Manhattan shot shows the rear end beginning to droop before the
change. We will be parting ways, however, since I will soon be putting the Goddess up for sale.
Having spent the last ten years driving two Cadillacs and this C-Body, I am looking to try
something new. We shall see, but in the meantime, the Goddess has certainly made for some
divine driving. When those shocks crap out, you do lose ride heightâ€”happened on both cars.
When I replaced them with conventional rear shocks, the ride height increased. You can see it in
the picturesâ€”the Manhattan shot is taken before, all the others, after. I did not know the
Cadillacs were a tad shorter than the largest Buicks. I knew the Cadillacs had a longer
wheelbase but they were shorter too? Nice looking Buick you have there. No wonder GM market
share peaked at around this time. Ford vs. I would kind of like to try a pre-downsized GM or
Ford out, since as I said, gas mileage and everyday use is not a concern. Although I live in the
city, they pretty much only get driven on the highway, if that makes sense. Yes, according to
every brochure, manual, and website, the Cadillac was shorter, I believe it came in at The
shorter wheelbase on the Electra translated into a bigger trunk It also feels visually smaller. I
did notice that it barely fit in the garage where I was living at the time, and seemed acres longer
than my Monte Carlo. The fins and big horizontal taillights look so elegant, and I always loved
the modern architectural flair of the slanted front ends. Oh, and it had the best dash of all of
them. I saw one in that exact shade about a year ago on Long Island. It was a good, solid
runner, though. I sold it on Ebay and it went to the Netherlands or was it Sweden? Older Buicks
seem to be very popular in both countries. I note yours also came with a normal front fender
antenna. Mine is cursed with the windshield antenna, thus has been rewired for a magnetic,
removable antenna in back. In fact, the Electra specs out within about an inch of a Fleetwood
Brougham. I DO suspect that the P. Of course, this also highlighted the fact that Fleetwood had
lost its special, longer body and interior appointments and had been essentially reduced to a
trim level like the Park Avenue vs. Limited on the Buick. But that large clock on the passenger
side of the dash. Even Flava Flav would have thought it was over the top. Great car! It has the
picture of the yellow Electra with the blue tuxedo wedding though. Or is the grooms open armed
expression towards the Electra indicating that he married the Electra? Is that legal? Buick
absolutely had the weirdest brochure shots. Olds had some weird ones too, but Buick seemed
to pick wilder settings and themes for their brochures. I remember when I first discovered the
LeSabre Sport Coupe, there was a family at church that had one when I was a kid, we had a
LeSabre Limited coupe, they used to park close to us on Sundays, so I would always sneak a
peek at their Sport Coupe, it was a Great story, I really like the car. The green color really suits it
and it must look and feel marvelous driving up Broadway. I hope you enjoy the next one as
much. This is one of the few times that I think the wire wheels really work. Nice color choice too.
Very nice. I think the Electra may have been the most attractive of the C bodies. I think this one
looks very nice in dark green. The GM cars are not nearly as tight of a structure as you have
grown used to. The Lincoln is a genuine cruiser that had the smoothest and quietest ride of
anything built in those years. And I spent a fair amount of time in both. My curiosity about them,
vs. GM, is the availability of partsâ€¦not trim pieces but guts. The and C6 were found in lots of
FoMoCo cars and trucks, so I would think that make-it-stop-and-go parts would be plentiful. The
Lincolns are indeed great big rolling living rooms built like tanks â€” which also drive like tanks.
Be prepared for ponderous handling, even by land yacht standards, and single digit MPG. No
way I would consider getting either the prior generation GM or Ford without trying them out and
seeing how they handle. No impulse purchases here. DeVille most prestigious sedan. I think the
original owner stretched to the max to buy himself a big new Buick, or just had extremely
conservative tastes and wanted a car like the one in the brochure. Beautiful car, sounds like you
take very good care of it, and I like the metallic green on it too. I hope it finds a new owner that
appreciates it just as much. The Electra was originally the top-of-the-line Electra in As you said,
by it was the base model. Orrin, have you considered an earlier-generation car? I feel that was
perhaps the best era for American luxury cars that can still be used as daily drivers: had no
emissions equipment, had only minimal emissions junk, shoulder belts were very common by ,
collapsible steering columns were standard in but already common in The Optima was twitchy,
peaky, and kind of exhausting. The Imperial wafted along at 80 mph and left me feeling just fine.

It may not be a canyon-carver, but something similar might suit your needs quite well. The real
problem with pre era cars is the brakes. Many were drum only and even the front disk set-ups
were not really up to modern standards. Heck, the brakes on the C bodies were marginal at best.
There is also parts availability: C bodies after have very easy to obtain replacement parts, while
old stuff is much more difficult. The great thing about these cars is they are close to modern
ideas of handling and stopping. The same cannot be said for something a decade older. All the
parts are out there to do a rear brake conversion, Carmine, new in the box. There are even kits
to upgrade the front brakes on any GM B or C body. It is only in extreme conditions like we
experience in British Columbia it is much of an issue. I know the stuff is out there, but I would
like to do it using stock partsâ€¦. My Corvair is the only 4 wheel drum car I currently have, its
not bad at braking though due to its fairly light weight, you just have to be aware that you have
drums. One of the intrinsic benefits of a rear engine. I love the really old ones, but I am
motivated by what JPC once said: 70s cars hit the sweet spot between parts availability,
modernity e. HEI , safety the 5 mph bumpers, collapsible steering column, soft dash, over the
shoulder belts , and simplicity no computer, mechanical carb, all parts visible with hood
openâ€¦. The pillow top interiors are very comfortable. Extra attention when vacuuming are their
only downfall. I would prefer the Park Avenue optional interior or leather seating surfaces. The
standard Electra interior looks very Chevrolet. A very handsome car, especially in that colour. I
wonder if Buick was trying to stretch the length to Where on Earth do you park something that
large in Manhattan? That blue velour would look dirty pretty fast. Years of practice with big cars
have made me an expert at parallel parking these cars. I know the angles I need to use exactly,
and the one finger steering makes it a very easy job to angle, back, turn, back, turn, forward. It
lives either in a rented lot in Queens or in Connecticut. Good choice on the paint color and
removal of the vinyl top. The wire wheels and white walls give it a touch of class without being
gaudy. These cars are much better looking dressed down. Although I like before models
personally, this is really a nice car. I think the base trim is quite tasteful. If it was mine I would
hang on to it, but I tend to change cars and trucks and motorcycles only every 25 to 30 years, so
what do I know. We will see. On the other hand, it was never what I really wanted. I am no fan of
tiger stripe interiors but do like some more understated pillow or leather. This car is a little too
taxi for me, and replacement will involve a different style redo or new seats. One of the best cars
my family ever owned was a Buick Electra Limited engine my grandparents ordered new. In the
looks department Electra took back the show from the Oldsmobile 98 beginning with the model
year through As a kid I thought it was the most amazing interior imaginable, but as an adult I
realized it was maybe too much of a good thing in real life. There was so much extra padding
and cloth that it actually encroached on interior room! Keep in mind this is before we HAD to
wear seatbelts. I remember my babysitter who got in a wreck every 6 weeks hitting a car on our
way to K-Mart and her daughter landed on us in the front seat. I told you to hang on in the car! I
agree that this one goes a bit too far for my taste, but I wanted to try it. This one is actually a
pale green that matches the exterior of the car see above comment where I posted photos , but
it definitely has that shar pei or elephant look in any color. It must be the least tailored factory
auto upholstery ever. Those interiors reeked of foot, ass, gas, perfume, french fries, Aqua Net,
Avon Wild Country, cigarette smoke and wet dog within 18 months. Hey Orrin no apologies my
response was kind of ambiguous, your article is very well written I just wanted to show some
pics for people. Pretty sure there was no leather until thenâ€¦I suspect one the trim model was
shown the door, they figured the Parkie needed 2 options. Wow that brings back memories. My
Grandparents were farmers that lived comfortably back when you could live comfortably from
running a medium-sized family-owned farm. Her 78 had a pimptastic red cloth interior that I
loved riding in. He decided to test drive one, and I think pulling off the lot and into traffic
convinced him that the V6 would do just fine. But yours still has that early style, and those
really are the last stand of the true tailfin. The green definitely suits it too. Although I must say,
because the windows are so big and the decklid so low, the right mirror is nice but not
necessary. Even when my then-gf took over a shift on the way back from Chicago, I remember
her remarking that it was a lot easier to drive than she expected. And I remember taking a client
to court with me in the Buick so we could talk over the case on the way. Obviously there is, but I
got very used to using the wide rearview mirror and glancing quickly over my right shoulder
when merging, since my vision was basically unobstructed. It was very sharp. It was in the light
pastel green that made the rounds on B- and C-body GMs that year. It was in mint condition. I
like your better without the wrap around, it looks classier somehow. I guess it was already a
decade old when my grandma passed it on to me. That car saw me through a lot of
milestonesâ€¦first dates, proms, graduation, first job. Still miss the old girl. I found this article
because I decided that I wanted the hood ornament as a tattoo to remember it by. Thanks for the
memories. Need the emergency brake system for a 77 Buick Park Avenue. Need the whole

system. Was wondering if any one knew of anything. I switch them out every couple of weeks,
from time to time working on or having someone else work on their minor quirks. At the
moment the Buick is taking a break while it awaits some new brake pads, and the Olds has been
on duty. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
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is. Jim Klein. Mark P. Christopher O. Formerly CougarXR7. For any four wheel drum car, I would
not drive it without a disk brake conversion. Paul Niedermeyer. HEI , safety the 5 mph bumpers,
collapsible steering column, soft dash, over the shoulder belts , and simplicity no computer,
mechanical carb, all parts visible with hood openâ€¦ And I have not found 70s brakes to be too
bad. No worse, at least, than later B-C bodies. Chris M. Michael Downton. Posted February 27, at
PM. I have seen this car cruising around Southern CT. I always find myself drooling when I see
it. Great car!! These park aves came in leather tooâ€¦.. Tom Klockau. Posted October 16, at PM. I
think that car was on eBay some time ago, it has been mentioned before here on CC. I
remember seeing those cars a lot up until about or so
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and they all of a sudden vanished. Dan Cluley. Hopefully the next owner appreciates it as you
did, and may your next ride be equally classic! Juan Pablo Flugencio. Posted October 19, at PM.
GM cheapened the hell out of all of them. Posted October 15, at PM. Very true, it was a
rarityâ€”but still an option at least on the Very nice car Orrin. Glad to finally hear its story, and
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